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4 4 
Polymer-Solven tt  Phase 

Separatio nn with Dissipativ e 
Particl ee Dynamic s 

Abstrac t t 
Inn order to study the demixlng of polymer solutions dynamically, a time-based simulation 

methodd is required. In the following chapter it will be shown that the mesoscopic modelling 

methodd known as Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) can be used to simulate the liquid-

liquidd phase separation behaviour of polymer-solvent systems. Following an introduction to 

thee method, it will be shown that the standard DPD model fails to predict the lower critical 

solutionn temperature (LCST) behaviour common to many of these polymer-solvent systems. 

Therefore,, a method analogous to the extended Flory-Huggins theory is presented to overcome 

thiss shortcoming. 
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4.11 Introductio n 

Usingg classical thermodynamics, many polymer -solvent demixing phenom-

enaa can be described. This is, however, mostly on a steady-state basis, 

whereass knowledge of dynamic behaviour would offer better understand-

ingg of the liquid-liquid separation process and give rise to a more opti-

mall  design. Furthermore, the incorporation of structural properties, like 

branches,, is not easily done and generally requires additional experimental 

andd data-fitting effort. 

Therefore,, time-based simulations and experiments are required. However, 

inn simulations of polymer systems, both molecular and macroscopic effects 

aree of importance. Modelling on a macroscopic scale (Computational Fluid 

Dynamicss (CFD)) fully ignores microscopic effects. Molecular simulations 

(Molecularr Dynamics (MD)), on the other hand, require excessive calcu-

lationn times before macroscopic effects become visible. Consequently, a 

simulationn method acting on a mesoscopic timescale is required. 

Inn 1992, Hoogerbrugge and Koelman [39] proposed a new simulation tech-

niquee referred to as Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD). This particle-

basedd method combines several aspects of Molecular Dynamics (MD) and 

lattice-gass automata. The particles or 'beads' represent 'fluid packages' 

orr groups of particles that move according to Newton's equations of mo-

tionn and interact dissipatively through simplified force laws. Hoogerbrugge 

andd Koelman showed that their DPD algorithm obeys the Navier-Stokes 

equations.. In 1995, the original scheme was modified by Espahol and 

Warrenn [40] in order to obtain a proper thermal equilibrium. 

DPDD can solve a variety of polymer-related problems, such as dynamics of 

confinedd polymers [41], microphase separation of block co-polymers [42], 

andd polymer rheology [43], and melting [44]. However, none of these pub-

licationss address the problems that arise when DPD is used to simulate 
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polymerr -solvent liquid-liquid phase separation over a large temperature 

andd pressure range. In this chapter, we wil l assess the deficiency of the 

DPDD model to describe the lower critical solution temperature curve, which 

iss essential in the investigation of the applicability of liquid-liquid separa-

tionn as a polymer purification step. A method wil l be presented to overcome 

thesee problems. 

4.22 Dissipativ e Particl e Dynamic s 

4.2.11 Basic Model 

Inn the DPD simulation method a set of particles moves according to New-

ton'ss equations of motion and interacts dissipatively through simplified 

forcee laws {e.g., Groot and Warren [451). If the masses of all particles 

aree taken equal to 1, the time evolution of the positions to (t)) and im-

pulsess (pi (t)) is given by 

^ = V i ( t ) ,, ^ = f i ( t ) . (4.1) 
dtt at 

Thee force acting on the particles is a combination of three contributions: 

f U t ) = £ ( F § + F g + F f j ).. (4-2) 
i / i i 

Thee conservative force is a soft repulsion given by 

i ) ) 

Q i ^ l - - ^ ) ^ ,, (r^KTc), 
Ffcc = < v T c '  (4.3) 

0,, (ri j > rc 

wheree a  ̂ is the maximum repulsion between particle i and j , r^ = T{ — t], 

Ti,, = |i\j! , tij  = Tij/ |rij|, and rc is the cut-off radius. The other two forces are 

thee dissipative and the random force, which are given by 

Fgg = -ywD {rij)  {tij  vtj) tij , Fg = acuR (nj) 9 ^ , (4.4) 
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wheree v^ = Vi — Vj, tuD and cuR are r-dependent weight functions tending to 

zeroo for r = rc and 9ij is a randomly fluctuating variable with zero mean and 

unitt variance. Espanol and Warren [40] showed that the weight functions 

andd constants in Eq. 4.4 can be chosen arbitrarily, but should obey 

[a>R(rii)] 2=cuD(nO>> tr2=2kBTY (4.5) 

wheree ke is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the fluid. 

Thee equations are solved using the modified velocity-Verlet algorithm as 

describedd by Groot and Warren. The random force weight function cuR (rij) 

iss defined as 1 — - , where TC = 1.0. 

4.2.22 Sprin g Force 

Inn the DPD model, individual atoms or molecules are not represented di-

rectlyy by the particles but they are grouped together into beads. These 

beadss represent local 'fluid packages' able to move independently. Poly-

merss are represented by bead-strings of 5 to 30 beads, which turns out 

too be sufficient to reproduce the typical chain-like nature of polymers. In 

DPD,, the connection in a polymer string is established by adding a spring 

forcee between the beads. Thus, beads can be interconnected to highly com-

plexx topologies, e.g., branched architectures. 

Choosingg the correct spring force deserves closer examination. Two types 

off  spring force have been applied in literature. Groot and Warren advocated 

thee use of the harmonic spring: 

F j f ^^ = Kr^ (4.6) 

wheree K is the spring constant. In this way the mean distance between two 

consecutivee chain beads is governed by the spring force and the repulsive 

interaction.. The value of the spring constant is chosen such that the mean 

springg distance corresponds to the distance found at the maximum of the 
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pairr correlation function of the polymer beads when the spring constant 

iss equal to zero. However, in this manner connected beads are not pre-

ventedd to be located far more than rc apart. This is highly undesirable as 

hydrodynamicc interaction between beads within the same polymer chain is 

lostt and it would be easy for polymer chains to cross each other without 

everr experiencing any mutual interaction. This is comparable to neglecting 

thee Zimm corrections [46] on the dynamical chain behaviour as predicted 

byy the Rouse model [47]. Of course, a suffer spring could be modelled by 

choosingg a larger spring constant, but, essentially, this would also imply 

ann increase in the density of the polymers. 

Inn order to overcome these problems, the Fraenkel spring, as applied by 

Schlijperr et al. [43], is used in our simulations: 

Fspnngg = K ( r . . _ T e q ) ^ . ( 4 . 7 ) 

Heree req is the equilibrium spring distance (chosen as (req = -4p), which is 

independentt from the stiffness of the polymer spring. The spring constant 

iss determined by simulating polymer chains at the relevant conditions for 

demixingg simulations. The distance between two consecutive beads in the 

polymerr chains is sampled for several spring constants. The spring con-

stantt value at which 98% of the cumulative spring distance distribution lies 

withinn one rc is chosen as the correct value [48]. 

4.33 DPD & the LCST Proble m 

4.3.11 Introductio n 

Severall  authors have shown the possibilities of the DPD method in address-

ingg polymer-related problems [e.g., Kong et aL [49], Groot and Warren [45] 

andd Groot and Madden [42]) as well as the simulation of liquid-liquid sep-

arationn in binary mixtures [e.g., Novik et al. [50]). It was shown that DPD 
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temperaturee

Figur ee 4.1: Schematic pressure-temperature phase diagram of a bi-

narynary mixture showing Type II phase behaviour. 

simulationss result in correct phase behaviour and can even be mapped to 

reall  systems in certain cases (Groot and Warren). To indicate the difficul-

tiess that arise when DPD is used to simulate polymer-solvent phase be-

haviourr over a large temperature range, it is necessary to rediscuss briefly 

thee thermodynamic phenomena typical for these systems, as described in 

Chapterr 2. 

4.3.22 Upper Critical Solution Temperature 

Figuree 4.1 depicts the P-T phase diagram for a binary mixture that shows 

Typee II phase behaviour. The pure component liquid-vapour boundaries 

endd in the critical points, which are connected by the binary criticalmix-

turee curve. However, the liquids are not miscible at all temperatures. A 

liquid-liquid-vapourr (LLV) line ending at an upper critical end point (UCEP) 

iss present at temperatures lower than the critical temperature of either 

component.. The UCEP is that point at which one of the liquid phases be-
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Tablee 4.1: DPD Model Parameters f or UCST Simulation. 

Parameter r 

Value e 
aijj  (i ^ )) 

30.0 0 

aijj  (i = i) 

25.0 0 

rrc c 

1.0 0 

y y 

3.0 0 

6t t 

0.06 6 

K K 

2.0 0 

comess critically identical with the vapour phase in the presence of the other 

liquidd phase. The upper critical solution temperature (UCST) line, which 

beginss at the UCEP and exhibits a slightly negative slope, represents the 

transitionn from two liquid phases to a single liquid phase with increasing 

temperature.. The occurrence of the UCST curve is usually ascribed to en-

thalpicc interactions between the mixture components, which are relatively 

insensitivee to pressure changes for constant densities. 

Itt is obvious that the inter-molecular interactions described above can 

bee compared to the repulsive interactions applied in the DPD model. 

Ass an illustration of this analogy, we have computed the temperature-

concentrationn phase diagram of a typical linear polymer-solvent system. 

Inn Table 4.1, the DPD model parameters are displayed, which were chosen 

accordingg to Groot and Warren. The system consisted of linear polymers 

withh a length of 15 beads connected by harmonic springs dissolved in a 

solutee consisting of single beads, with a total number of beads of 12000. The 

polymerr weight fraction amounted to 50%. The whole system was placed 

inn a simulation box with dimensions 40 x 10 x 10. The rectangular shape 

enhancess the formation of a stable planar interface. As periodic boundary 

conditionss are applied on all sides of the simulation box, more than one 

polymer-solventt interface is formed. In a density profile plot this shows as 

aa polymer slab enclosed on both sides by solvent particles. 

AA full simulation covers an interface formation period of 200000 time steps, 

followedd by a period of 50000 steps where the density profile was sampled 

att an interval rate of 100 steps. 
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Figur ee 4.2: Temperature-composition phase diagram for the model 

polymer-solventpolymer-solvent system as calculated with DPD, in which pi is the con-

centrationcentration of the polymer in either the polymer-lean or the polymer-rich 

phase. phase. 

Inn temperature-composition phase diagrams, the change of phase composi-

tionss with temperature can be shown. The interconnection of the maxima 

off  the curves at different isobars results in the UCST curve. The result 

iss given in Fig. 4.2, showing the typical asymmetrical behaviour found in 

polymerr -solvent liquid-liquid separations. The small solution molecules 

cann easily penetrate the polymer-rich phase thereby lowering the concen-

trationn of the polymer in that phase. The DPD solvent beads show the same 

behaviourr resulting in the correct shape of the dissolution curve. 

4.3.33 Lower Critical Solution Temperature 

Typee III phase behaviour is more complex than Type II behaviour. In 

Fig.. 4.3, it can be seen that the branch of the critical mixture curve, which 

startss at the critical point of the component with the higher critical tem-

perature,, intersects a region of liquid immiscibility at the lower critical 
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Figur ee 4.3: Schematic pressure-temperature phase diagram of a bi-

narynary mixture showing Type III  phase behaviour. 

solutionn temperature (LCST) (i.e., at the LCST the two liquid phases of the 

LLVV line become critically identical in the presence of the vapour phase). 

Thee branch of the critical mixture curve, starting at the critical point of the 

otherr component, intersects the LLV line at the UCEP. At temperatures be-

loww the LCST, a region of immiscibility again appears similar to that shown 

inn Fig. 4.1. The occurrence of the LCST curve is due to the large differences 

inn the thermal expansion of the polymer and solvent. As the polymer so-

lutionn is heated or the system pressure is reduced, the solvent expands at 

aa much faster rate than the polymer so that the dissolution of the polymer 

inn the solvent is associated with a large decrease in the change of entropy 

off  mixing. The entropy decrease occurs as solvent molecules are forced to 

condensee around the polymer to dissolve it. Eventually the loss in entropy 

inn forming a single phase is so large that the Gibbs free energy of mixing 

becomess positive and the solution separates into two phases. 

Untill  now, with DPD only UCST phase separations can be modelled, since 

thee driving forces for a LCST phase separation, namely density effects and 
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attractivee forces, are not present in the DPD model. This has an interesting 

parallell  in the inability of the classical Flory-Huggins (FH) theory to predict 

LCSTT behaviour. It is therefore necessary to extend the DPD model in order 

too describe polymer-solvent phase behaviour over a full temperature and 

pressuree range. 

4.3.44 Simulatin g Pressure-Induce d Phase Separatio n 

Ass explained in Chapter 2, in the original form of the FH theory for polymer-

solventt mixtures, the free energy of mixing AGM is expressed as 

—^-—^- = m In 4>! +n2 lnct>2+xT1-i4>2 (4.8) 

wheree 4>iand 4>2 are volume fractions of the two components and ni and n2 

aree the number of solvent molecules and macromolecules, respectively [51]. 

Originally,, the dimensionless interaction parameter per segment of polymer 

XX was based only on the mixing enthalpy: 

A H MM = RT t — J Xij <t>i<f)j (4.9) 

However,, the deviation of ideality should not be attributed completely to 

thee enthalpy term. Therefore, nowadays, it is accepted that the interac-

tionn parameter represents a kind of free-energy term, both temperature-

andd concentration dependent, consisting of an enthalpy and an entropy 

termm (Eq. 4.10). 

X=Xh+X ss (4.10) 

Thee interaction parameter x decreases monotonically with temperature, 

whichh is associated with ever-increasing solvent power. Hence, LCST be-

haviourr can not be predicted by the FH theory. Therefore, a free volume 

termm introduced, which becomes dominant as the temperature increases. 
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Thiss leads to a parabolic temperature-dependent interaction parameter 

ablee to describe both UCST and LCST polymer-solvent behaviour. 

Sincee the inability of the DPD-model to describe LCST behaviour is anal-

ogouss to the deficiency of the classical FH theory, the temperature-

dependentt interaction parameter principle has been applied to the DPD 

modell  in order to mimic LCST behaviour (see also Chapter 2). To this end, 

thee inter-species repulsion parameter was given a monotonically increasing 

functionall  dependence of temperature. A pressure effect was introduced 

byy linearly and stepwise decreasing the intra-species repulsion parameter, 

whilee simultaneously increasing the value of the inter-species repulsion 

parameter.. In this way, both a pressure drop and a temperature increase 

wil ll  effect in a widening of the demixing gap. 

Inn order to test the new method the pressure-composition phase diagram 

off  the same polymer-solvent system as the previous example has been cal-

culated.. Analogous to the temperature-composition phase diagrams, the 

maximaa of the pressure-composition phase diagrams at each isotherm cor-

respondd to the UCST and LCST curves. The density in the polymer-rich 

regionn is depicted in Fig. 4.5. 

Thee simulation of the LCST-type liquid-liquid separation is identical to the 

UCSTT simulation described above. The only difference can be found in the 

temperature-- and pressure dependence of the repulsion parameters, which 

cann be described by the following function 

Heree btj and ctj are constants determining the magnitude of the temper-

aturee and pressure dependence (Table 4.2), and q and p represent the 

temperaturee and pressure variables with q = 0,1,... and p = 0,1,.... All re-

pulsionn parameters (at kBT = 2.0, p = 0) have been assigned an arbitrary 

basee value of 26. So, at kBT = 3.0 and p = 3, a  ̂ = 36 and an — â  = 22. The 
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Figur ee 4.4: Density profile for the model polymer-solvent system for 

pp = 3 at three different temperatures, in which pi is the concentration 

ofof the polymer. 

Tablee 4.2: Repulsion Parameter Base Values. 

Parameter r 

Value e 
bu u 

0 0 
bjj j 

0 0 
bg g 
6 6 

Cii i 

- 2 2 

c i j j 

- 2 2 

cü ü 
2 2 

interactionn parameters are chosen such that the results are in the same 

orderr of magnitude as the UCST simulation. 

Ass an example, in Fig. 4.4, the polymer density profiles at P = 27 are shown 

forr three different temperatures. Clearly, it can be seen that for kT = 2.0 the 

polymerr and solvent are completely mixed, whereas for kT = 3.0 and kT = 4.0 

aa stable interface is formed. From these density profiles the pressure-

compositionn diagram as shown in Fig. 4.5 is easily constructed. 

Fromm Fig. 4.5 it can be seen that the introduction of the temperature- and 

pressure-dependentt repulsion parameter results in the correct LCST phase 

behaviourr of this model polymer-solvent system. Both with increasing tem-
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Figur ee 4.5: Pressure-composition phase diagram for the model 

polymer-solventpolymer-solvent system as calculated with DPD, in which pi is the con-

centrationcentration of the polymer in the polymer-rich phase. 

peraturee as with decreasing pressure the demixing gap widens. 

Itt is obvious that the temperature-dependency of the repulsion parameter 

mustt be mapped in such a way that the curvature of the LCST resembles 

thatt of a real polymer-solvent system. This will be explored in the next 

paragraph. . 

4.44 LCST Mode l Refinemen t 

Inn view of the similar deficiency of the FH theory in describing LCST be-

haviour,, we applied an analogous strategy to solve the DPD LCST problem. 

Where,, according to the modified FH theory the temperature and pressure 

dependencee is incorporated in the g-parameter (more commonly known 

ass the x-parameter), in DPD we ascribed such dependencies to the inter-

actionn parameter ay. To this end, the inter-species repulsion parameter 

wass made a monotonically increasing function of temperature. A pres-
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suree effect was introduced by changing both the inter- and intra-species 

repulsionn parameter with pressure. The intra-species repulsion parame-

terr is linearly and stepwise decreased, while simultaneously the value of 

thee inter-species repulsion parameter is increased, thereby increasing the 

overalll  system pressure. In this way, both a pressure drop and a temper-

aturee increase effectuated a widening of the demixing gap. It was shown 

thatt true Type III phase behaviour can be mimiced by the DPD model. 

However,, it has already been noted, that the temperature-dependency of 

thee repulsion parameter should probably be mapped in a more sophis-

ticatedd manner than a linear relationship, similar to the temperature-

dependencyy of the x-parameter i n the FH theory (Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11). 

Therefore,, in this work, the DPD inter-species interaction parameter is cho-

senn as 

,-r,-r ™, u + vP 

atj(T,P)) = s+ ^ (4.12) 

whereass the intra-species interaction parameter is denned as 

aii (T,P)) = aj i (T )P)-qP + r (4.13) 

Likee Eq. 2.10, the sign of parameter v determines whether UCST(+) or 

LCST(-)) behaviour is described. The values of the variables (Table 4.3) 

aree chosen such that the interaction parameters adopt values of the same 

orderr of magnitude as those reported above. 

Too make a quantitative comparison between DPD and FH, the results of FH 

calculationss can be mapped onto the DPD data by applying a scaling factor 

c,, which can be defined as 

cc = 7 " 7 (4.14) 
(aijj  - au ) 

Whenn discussing the results of the simulations, values of c found wil l be 

reported. . 
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Tablee 4.3: Repulsion parameter variable values for LCST behaviour. 

Parameter r 

Value e 

q q 

1.25 5 

r r 

-7.25 5 

s s 

60.00 0 

u u 

30.00 30.00 

V V 

-6.00 0 

Tablee 4.4: DPD simulation parameters for the refined LCST Descrip-

tion. tion. 

Parameter r 

Value e 

P P 

3.00 0 

a a 

3.35 5 

y y 

3.00 0 

6t t 

0.04 4 

rr c c 

1.00 0 

K K 

150.00 0 

T"eq q 

0.693 0.693 

4.4.11 Simulatio n Parameter s 

Thee system consisted of polymers with 30 beads per strain, connected by 

thee aforementioned Fraenkel springs and dissolved in a solvent represented 

byy single beads, with a total number of beads of 12000. The polymer weight 

fractionn amounted to 50%. The polymer-solvent system was placed in a 

simulationn box with dimensions 40 x 10 x 10rc. Again periodic boundary 

conditionss are applied on all sides of the simulation box. A full simulation 

coverss an interface formation period of 80000 time steps, followed by a pe-

riodriod of 50000 steps where the density profile was sampled at an interval rate 

off  100 steps. In Table 4.4, all other DPD model parameters are listed. 

4.55 DPD and Flory-Huggin s Compare d 

Thee refined model has been tested by calculating the density profiles of lin-

earr polymer-solvent at three different temperatures for several pressures. 

Fromm these results the concentration of polymer and solvent in the two 

liquidd phases can be calculated and a pressure-composition diagram, as 

shownn in Fig. 4.6, can be constructed. From the figure, a few conclusions 
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Figur ee 4.6: Pressure-composition phase diagram for the model linear 

polymer-solventpolymer-solvent system calculated with DPD as compared to the FH 

calculations.calculations. pp is the concentration of the polymer. 

cann be drawn. First of all, the asymmetrical shape of the dissolution curve 

iss clearly visible, which is typical for polymer-solvent liquid-liquid sepa-

rations.. Furthermore, both with decreasing pressure and with increasing 

temperaturee the demixing gap widens, indicating LCST behaviour. 

Inn order to compare the DPD simulation technique to classical theories, 

thee demixing calculations have also been performed using the FH model. 

Alll  parameters were kept identical to the DPD simulation. Thus, the same 

temperature,, pressure, polymer concentration, and chain length were ap-

plied.. Furthermore, the pressure and temperature dependencies of the 

DPDD repulsion parameter were transferred to the FH x-parameter variables 

(Eqs.. 2.10 and 2.11). In Table 4.5, the x-parameter values can be found. 

o o 
D D 
O O 

kT T 

kT T 
kT T 

== 2.0 

== 3.0 

== 4.0 
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Tablee 4.5: FH model parameter values for LCST behaviour. 

Parameter r 

Value e 
9o,i i 

67.25 5 
90.2 2 

-1.25 5 
9 i , i i 

30.00 0 
91,2 2 

-6.00 0 

Fromm Fig. 4.6, it can be seen that very good agreement exists between DPD 

andd FH. No DPD results are available in the vicinity of the critical point, 

duee to excessive calculation times. However, it is clear that a discrepancy 

betweenn DPD and FH exists near the critical point. Probably, this can 

bee ascribed to the fact that FH is a lattice-based theory as opposed to 

thee off-lattice approach of DPD. A more quantitative comparison can be 

madee by mapping the FH results on the DPD simulations. On theoretical 

grounds,, Groot and Warren found that the aforementioned scaling factor c 

(seee Eq. 4.14) possesses a value of 0.286 for p = 3, x > 3 and kT = 1.0. In this 

work,, scale factors of 0.2346, 0.2652 and 0.2880 for kT = 2.0,3.0 and 4.0 were 

obtained,, not far from the theoretical value. A small temperature effect 

inn the relationship between the DPD interaction parameter and the FH \-

parameterr seems to exist. This is probably due to the fact that the deviation 

betweenn FH and DPD near the critical point becomes more important at 

higherr temperatures as a result of the increased motion of the molecules. 

Also,, the pressure dependency introduced in the intra-species interaction 

parameterr (Eq. 4.13) is, apparently, overpronounced as compared to the 

FHH results. 

4.66 Conclusion s 

Thee standard DPD model fails to predict the occurrence of LCST behaviour 

inn polymer-solvent systems. With the introduction of a pressure- and 

temperature-dependentt repulsion parameter the overall solvent power can 

bee regulated, thus enabling the DPD model to simulate true Type III phase 
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behaviourr and predict LCST phase separation. Very good agreement is 

obtainedd with the classical Flory-Huggins theory. The calculated scale de-

pendencyy between the two models agrees with earlier findings. Therefore, 

thee practical applicability of the DPD model to simulate pressure-induced 

phasee separation of polymer-solvent systems is extended. 

Thee next step wil l be to study the relationship between molecular structure 

andd phase separation as well as the influence of this relationship on the 

dynamicss of the liquid-liquid separation. 


